Endoscope modifications for laser prostatectomy.
Prior to the development of the technique of laser prostatectomy, contemporary modifications to resectoscope design for transurethral prostatectomy had been scant. With the introduction of laser prostatectomy and the characterization of the "mini-TURP" technique, a new demand for improved continuous-flow cystoscopes and resectoscopes has developed. The ideal cystoscope design for laser prostatectomy would require the following: (1) continuous irrigant flow for optimum cooling of the laser element; (2) a large inflow port so that flow is not impaired by the presence of the fiber in the working channel; (3) a large outflow port to maximize irrigant flow; and (4) a fiber stabilizer to enable easy manipulation of the fiber in the center of the viewing field. The ideal resectoscope design for laser prostatectomy would require the following: (1) continuous flow of irrigant for cooling of the laser fiber; (2) stabilization of the laser fiber in the center of the field of view; (3) the ability to interchange electrocautery loops with laser fibers without changing the sheath; and (4) the ability to apply laser energy to tissue with the same Iglesias action used in transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP). This review analyzes the features of the new continuous-flow cystoscopes and resectoscopes manufactured specifically for use in laser prostatectomy. All manufacturers were requested to submit their most up-to-date literature and photographs of the specific instruments they manufacture. The technical specifications, advantages, and disadvantages of each instrument are discussed.